Security you can trust. Safety you can see.

8200 Series Mortise Lock
Status Indicator
SARGENT's newly designed occupancy / status indicator option for the 8200 Series mortise lock provides more functionality than previous versions. With the largest viewing window in the industry, a 180° visibility profile, reflective indicator materials and more color and text/graphic combinations to offer, the new status indicator option provides assurance when you need it most.

Features
- Largest viewing window available
- Patent-pending curved window design
- Reflective coating on indicator panel
- Available in sectional or full escutcheon trim for one or both sides of the door
- Available in a variety of functions
- Available with thumbturn
- Directional engraving
- Multiple color, text, graphic, & language combinations available
- Easy to retrofit
- ANSI/BHMA Grade 1 certified

Benefits
- Provides security and safety at a glance, visible at a distance. Status indicator window is 25% larger than competition
- Ensures that the status indicator is clearly visible; Status indicator window has 180° viewing angle
- Increases the visibility of the indicator in low light conditions
- Trim flexibility ensures that the solution meets your needs and door requirements
- Suitable for multiple applications
- Provides guidance on which way to turn the thumb turn or key to lock/unlock the door
- Offers various options for different situations/audiences. More options available on request
- Upgrading existing mortise locks to accommodate a status indicator is simple; Retrofit kits are available
- Exceeds strength and durability standards for high use and abuse applications

Typical Applications
- Classroom doors
- Privacy Rooms
- Nursing/new mother rooms
- Patient rooms
- Restrooms
- Meeting rooms